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In this paper, a wideband circularly polarized (CP) antenna element and array with gain enhancement are presented. The original
antenna element adopts two orthogonal ellipse dipoles with end-loading pillars. In order to achieve a wide impedance bandwidth
(IBW), a harpoon-shaped feed patch (HSFP) as electromagnetic coupling-feed is utilized. By introducing a coupled frame and a
loop cavity, the gain of the element is crucially improved. Then, four sequentially rotated elements placed in a circular contour
act as 2× 2 array, and a similar loop metal cavity is employed to the array to reach gain enhancement. For the wideband CP
performance of the proposed antenna, a wideband phase shifting feed network (WPSFN) is used to construct the antenna.
Finally, to verify the feasibility of the proposed antenna, a prototype array is manufactured and measured. Experimental results
are found in acceptable agreement with the simulated ones in terms of gain, radiation efficiency, radiation pattern, reflection
coefficient, and axial ratio (AR). The result indicates that the proposed antenna has an IBW for reflection coefficient
S11 ≤− 10 dB of 85.7% (0.80–2.00GHz). Moreover, benefit from the sequentially rotated technique (SRT), the AR at
broadside direction keeps blow 3 dB during the overlapped bandwidth of S11 ≤− 10 dB, and the ARBW for AR≤ 1 dB of 74.4%
(0.85–1.78GHz) can be achieved. By employing the loop cavity, the right hand circularly polarization (RHCP) gain is
significantly improved, which keeps above 10.00 dBic from 1.05GHz to 1.85GHz, and the peak gain reaches to 13.91 dBic.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, with the rapid development of modern wireless
communication system, CP antennas with advantages of
anti-multi-path, better mobility, less polarization loss, and
higher weather penetration have been widely used in various
systems, such as compass navigation system (CNSS), global
positioning system (GPS), radio frequency identification
system, and local area network. With the trend of high-
speed transmission and high data rate communication in
wireless systems, CP antennas with wide bandwidth have
received considerable attention. Thus, a few approaches for
wideband CP antenna designs have been investigated. One
of the efficiency methods to obtain broadband performance
is the application of multiple-layer and stacked structures
[1–4]. Such as [2], four rotated stacked patches were adopted
to an aperture antenna to reach wideband CP radiation with
AR≤ 3 dB within the band of 7.9–9.3GHz. Nevertheless, this
multiple-layer and stacked structure lead to difficulty of

integrating with the equipment and high cost. Several types
of CP slot antennas for improving bandwidth have been
reported [5–7]. In [5], an antenna with a spidron fractal slot
and an added rectangular slit on the ground was studied to
enhance the AR bandwidth. As discussed in [7], by loading
a lightning-shaped slot, a dual-broad CP bandwidth of
13.3% and 16.9% was reached. Unfortunately, all this kind
of antenna have several drawbacks, such as bidirectional
radiation and deformed radiation pattern. Furthermore,
bandwidth can also be improved by utilizing wideband
dipoles. As such, various crossed dipoles which were fed by
self-phase shifting (SPS) structure were investigated on
account of the wideband CP property [8–13]. As reported
in [8], by employing an artificial magnetic conductor
(AMC) with the SPS crossed dipole antennas, a 3 dB ARBW
of 29.6% was obtained. Meanwhile, it has been demonstrated
in [11] that a crossed dipole antenna with parasitic element
could achieve a wide 3 dB ARBW of 63.4%. Most of this kind
of antennas show broad IBW and ARBW, whereas they suffer
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crucial shortcomings of deformed radiation pattern and low
cross polarization. Apart from the wide operating bandwidth,
CP antennas with high gain are preferred. Especially in the
GNSS, such properties ensure enough communication dis-
tance. To obtain a high gain performance, a modified horned
reflector was employed to a double-layer folded electric
dipole [14]. Antenna with Fabry-Perot cavity is another
efficiency way to improve the gain [15, 16]. Due to the
limited band operating, such antennas cannot be adopted
in wideband applications. In recent years, sequential rotation
technique [17–21] for arrays has been discussed to improve
the gain, bandwidth, and polarization purity. For example,
the sequential rotation arrays (SRA) without ground planes
were employed in [20] and exhibited a 120% 3dB ARBW.
However, the 4-element SRA suffered from bidirectional
radiation and poor gain (below 9dBic). A noncoplanar
corporate-fed 4× 4 antenna array constructed from sequen-
tially rotated 2× 2 subarrays was presented in [18], and the
proposed array obtained a 1 dB ARBW of 47.8%. However,
all the antenna elements or arrays, which are discussed
above, cannot satisfy wideband performance, stable radiation
pattern, and high gain at the same time.

In this paper, a novel concept to design wideband CP
antenna with gain enhancement is presented. The antenna
element consists of two wideband crossed ellipse dipoles
(CED), two harpoon-shaped feed patches (HSFP), four
end-loading pillars, a coupled frame, and a broadband phase

shifting network. Compared with traditional dipoles, the
ellipse dipoles with harpoon-shaped feed show excellent
impedance and AR performance. Moreover, the loop cavity
is employed to enhance the gain. Then, a 2× 2 antenna array
is proposed, which is composed of 2× 2 ellipse elements, a
broadband phase shifting network, and a loop cavity. Based
on the SRT, the AR performance of the array has been
further enhanced. Meanwhile, the gain of array is signifi-
cantly enhanced by adopting a loop cavity. Finally, a pro-
totype of the proposed antenna array has been fabricated
and tested. Measurements were carried out to verify the
simulations, and the measured results indicate good agree-
ment with the simulated ones. All the investigation and
results reveal that this antenna can be a good candidate
for various navigation systems.

2. Wideband Antenna Element

2.1. Configuration of CP Antenna Element. Figure 1 shows
the configuration proposed for a wideband CP antenna with
gain enhancement. The configuration includes four parts:
upper radiator, a feeding network, a loop metal cavity, and
two coaxial cables. For maintaining band width of the pro-
posed antenna, a FR4 (εr = 4 4, tan δ = 0 002) with thickness
of 3mm is utilized for the upper substrate. As shown in the
figure, two ellipse dipoles and coupled frame which are
drawn by the red color as major radiators are printed on
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Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed antenna. (a) 3D view. (b) Side view. (c) Top view. (d) Element feed network.
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the bottom side of the upper PCB. Ellipse arms are all charac-
terized by a major axis length Le and a minor axis lengthWe,
while the end of each arm loads a metal pillar with length of
Lp and diameter ofWp to extend the current path. The length
of the coupled frame is defined as Ld . Meanwhile, the height
and side length of the triangle of the coupled frame are Lt and
Wp, respectively. On the top side of upper PCB, the yellow
parts are two HSFPs which are placed orthogonally to
enhance the impedance bandwidth, and the specific parame-
ters about the upper PCB are depicted in Figures 1(b) and
1(c). The width of feedline and middle part of the HSFP are
decided by parameters W1 and W2, respectively. The side
length and width of strip of the HSFP are labeled as L1 and
L3. It can be seen that the HSFPs and the feeding network
are connected by the inner conductors of coaxial cables.
Meanwhile, the outer conductors are soldered on the ellipse
arm. The length of coaxial cable is about 0.25λ of 1.45GHz.
In order to improve the gain, a loop metal cavity which is
the light yellow part with radius of Wd and height of Hc is
around the antenna. By appropriately tuning the Wd and
Hc, high gain, wide ARBW, and IBW can be realized.

To make sure the bandwidth of antenna will be domi-
nated by radiation part, a Wilkinson power divider with a
modified Schiffman phase shifter [22] is provided and λg/8
open and short lines are adopted to tune the phase variation
(λg is the guided wavelength in the substrate). The structure
shown in Figure 1(d) is the WPSFN on the bottom side
of the lower PCB (1mm, εr = 2 65, tan δ = 0 001), while
the ground as a reflector is printed on the opposite side.
The simulated performances of the network are shown in
Figure 2, and the results illustrate that the operating band
of 0.5–2GHz for VSWR≤ 1.50 is obtained. The good

transmission coefficients and phases ensure an equal mag-
nitude and 90° difference in the phase of each port.

2.2. Design Process of the Proposed CP Antenna Element.
According to the order of applied techniques, the processes
and comparisons are given as below. As shown in Figure 3,
three types of models are deeply investigated to understand
the influence of the techniques adopted to the proposed
antennas. And three models are simulated by HFSS 13.0.
The results of three antennas are listed in Figure 4. Mean-
while, the curves of the Antenna 1, Antenna 2, and Antenna
3 are marked in black, blue, and red color, respectively.
Initially, ellipse dipoles with coupled fed reach a wide IBW
for |S11|≤−10dB of 75.9% (0.80–1.78GHz) and ARBW for
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Figure 3: The design process of the proposed antenna.
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Figure 2: Performance of feed network. (a) Transmission coefficients and VSWR. (b) Transmission phases.
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Figure 4: Comparison of ARs, gains at broadside direction, and S11 s for three type of antennas.
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Figure 5: Simulated current distributions at (a) 1.0GHz, (b) 1.4GHz, and (c) 1.8GHz.
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Figure 6: Current distribution at 1.4 GHz with time instant.
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Figure 7: Effect of Wd on the antenna. (a) Gains and (b) ARs at broadside direction. (c) S11 s.
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AR≤ 3 dB of 76% (0.78–1.78GHz). As depicted in
Figure 4(a), the gain at broadside direction of the ellipse
dipoles without coupled frame is less than 6.00 dBic.
Whereas, when a coupled frame is employed, the gain
reaches 6.50 dBic. Furthermore, by adopting a loop cavity
in Antenna 3, the gain of higher band is significantly raised
to 8.75 dBic. In order to clearly understand the gain enhance-
ment, the current distributions at 1.0GHz, 1.4GHz, and
1.8GHz are given in Figure 5. The reason of gain enhance-
ment is that the current for Antenna 3 is strong at the border
of the ellipse dipoles and coupled frame. In other words, the
electric field distributions and the effective radiation area are
improved by the coupled frame. Meanwhile, the coupled
current in the loop cavity improves the electric field distribu-
tions of the antenna. Thus, the effective radiation area is

further increased. As shown in Figure 6, the major current-
density distribution is on the ellipse dipoles and coupled
frame, which means the dipoles and coupled frame are the
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Figure 8: Effect of Hc on the antenna. (a) Gains and (b) ARs at broadside direction. (c) S11 s.

Table 1: Parameters of antenna.

Parameters Ld Dp Lp Wp H Hc D1

Value (mm) 70 45 36 3 60 50 400

Parameters D Wd Wt Lt We Le L1
Value (mm) 200 85 17.7 18 22.8 32 10

Parameters L2 W1 W2 Hc1 Wd1 Da

Value (mm) 11.8 1.2 6 48 170 135
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main radiators. Moreover, the main current-direction of
time-dependent rotating are clearly observed, which confirm
the RHCP radiation of the proposed antenna. With the
improved effective radiation area, the gain of proposed
antenna is dramatically improved. From Figures 4(b) and
4(c), the additional structures have a slight effect on ∣S11∣
and reduce AR at broadside direction of higher band. There-
fore, such a desired antenna with better CP performance and
high gain is obtained.

2.3. Parametric Studies. In order to deeply investigate the
proposed antenna, two key parameters of the loop cavity
are studied. Figure 7 shows the effect of widthWd on antenna
performance. At the same time, the result curves of Wd =
75mm, Wd = 85mm, and Wd = 95mm are labeled in black,
red, and blue color, respectively. It is observed that imped-
ance match at the middle band is deteriorating, and the side
bands are stable withWd increases. In the meantime, the gain
is imperatively augmented at the lower band. Ideally, Wd
should be as small as possible. However, asWd changes from
95mm to 75mm, the higher band AR shows worse trend. So
a good balance among impedance match, AR, and gain
should be struck, and Wd = 85mm is suitable and favorable.
The other key factor is the heightHc. Figure 8 gives the gains,
ARs at broadside direction, and ∣S11∣s curves of proposed
antenna with different width Hc, which varies from 40mm
to 60mm. In the meantime, the result curves of Hc = 40mm,
Hc = 50mm, and Hc = 60mm are marked in black, red, and

blue color, respectively. From Figure 8, Hc impacts the gain
and AR evidently, and the ∣S11∣ keeps stable. The higher band
AR and lower band gain curves give better response, whileHc
becomes larger, whereas the higher band gain decreases.
When Hc = 50mm, the better AR and gain during the whole
operating band are achieved.

According to the above parametric studies, it can be
summarized that the loop cavity makes a slight effect on the
impedance match. On the contrary, AR and gain are very
sensitive to the parameters of the loop cavity. Therefore, the
crucial factors of this antenna are the parameters of the loop
cavity. The final optimized parameters of the proposed
antenna element are listed in Table 1.

3. Wideband Antenna Array

3.1. Configuration of Array. The configuration of the 2× 2 CP
sequentially rotated ellipse dipole array and the WPSFN are
shown in Figure 9. Wideband antenna elements are spaced
at Da (approximately 0.6λ), and they are placed on the
ground plane with a diameter of D1. Meanwhile, the SRT is
adopted to the array to increase the AR property. In other
words, each element is sequentially rotated with the same
rotation of polarization and excited with a 90° difference
in phase.

As displayed in Figure 9(b), the array antenna is fed by a
WPSFN, which consists of the element and array feed
network. These two feed networks are etched on two PCB
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Figure 9: Configuration of the proposed antenna array. (a) 3D view. (b) Feed network. (c) Photograph.
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(1mm thick, εr = 2 65) and connected through metal holes in
the PCBs. The element feed network is etched on the bottom
side of the lower feed network PCB, while the array feed
network is on the top side of the upper feed network PCB.
In the meantime, the ground plane is printed on the bottom
side of the upper PCB as a reflector. As shown in Figure 10,
the simulated results illustrate that the operating band of
0.6–2.0GHz for VSWR≤ 1.50 is obtained. During the desired
band, the good transmission coefficients and phases maintain
an equal amplitude and 90° difference in phase of each port.
Based on the excellent performance of the network, the
antenna array could show stable radiation and impedance
characters among a wideband.

3.2. Array Analysis and Discussion. The comparison of ARs
between traditional and SRT array is depicted in Figure 11.
By utilizing the SRT, the 3 dB ARBW and AR performance
are substantially enhanced. The red curve shows that the
SRT array achieves 1 dB ARBW of 74.4% (0.81–1.77GHz),
while the blue curve reveals that the traditional array shows
a poor 1 dB ARBW ranging from 1.20GHz to 1.68GHz.
Thus, the results demonstrate that the SRT has a good effect
on the AR performance. From the discussions in Section 2, it
is learned that the loop cavity plays a crucial role in the gain
enhancement. Hence, this technique could be utilized in the
2× 2 array. As shown in Figure 12, the peak gain of proposed
antenna array without loop cavity is less than 12.8 dBic, and
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Figure 10: Performance of array feed network. (a) Transmission coefficients and VSWR. (b) Transmission phases.
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the band width for gain≥ 10 dBic achieves 35.6% (1.20–
1.72GHz). By employing a loop cavity, the peak gain of
13.91 dBic and the band width of 55.2% (1.05–1.85GHz)
for gain≥ 10 dBic are obtained, respectively. In the mean-
time, the S11 s keep stable and AR shows better response at
higher band, which shows a same trend with the discussion
in Section 2.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

The wideband CP antenna array is simulated, fabricated,
and measured. The geometric optimized parameters are

summarized in Table 1, and the photograph of the fabricated
antenna is depicted in Figure 9(c). The measurements are
carried out by using a network analyser Agilent E8363B
and an anechoic chamber.

In Figure 12, the red and black curves give the measured
and simulated results of the antenna with cavity, while
the blue and yellow curves depict the measured and sim-
ulated results of the antenna without cavity. Figure 12(c)
shows the simulated and measured S11 s for the pro-
posed antenna. It is found that S11 ≤− 10 dB is about
85.7% (0.80–2.00GHz). In the overlapped bandwidth of
S11 ≤− 10 dB, the AR at broadside direction keeps blow
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Figure 12: Measured and simulated gains, ARs at broadside direction, and S11 s. (a) Gains. (b) ARs. (c) S11 s.
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Figure 13: Measured and simulated radiation patterns (RPs) at (a) 1.05GHz, (b) 1.45GHz, and (c) 1.85GHz.
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3 dB and the 1 dB ARBW reaches to 74.4% (0.85–1.78GHz).
In Figure 12(a), the result shows that the copolariza-
tion (RHCP) gain≥ 10 dBic is ranging from 1.05GHz to
1.85GHz, and the peak gain of 13.91 dBic is obtained at
1.6GHz. The measured and simulated results of the normal-
ized radiation patterns at 1.05GHz, 1.45GHz, and 1.85GHz
are displayed in Figure 13. The copolarization (RHCP) and
cross-polarization (LHCP) radiation patterns (RPs) are
obtained at XOZ-plane (θ = 0°) and YOZ-plane (θ = 90°).
Consequently, all the simulated and measured results exhibit
acceptable agreement.

Table 2 depicts comparisons between the proposed array
and published 2× 2 arrays in terms of peak gain, dimension,
IBW, and ARBW. It can be easily seen that the proposed
array has a perfect wideband CP performance, wide imped-
ance bandwidth, and high gain at the same time.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a wideband CP antenna element and array with
gain enhancement are proposed. The antenna element intro-
duces a wideband ellipse dipole, a harpoon-shaped feed
patch, and a coupled frame to obtain wideband IBW and
ARBW. Due to the coupled frame, the peak gain of element
is increased from 0.5 dBic to 6.2 dBic. Furthermore, a loop
cavity is drawn into the antenna element to increase the peak
gain to 8.75 dBic significantly. Then, a 2× 2 CP sequentially
rotated ellipse dipole array is investigated. By employing
the SRT, the proposed array shows a perfect AR perfor-
mance. From the analysis of the loop cavity, a same technique
is adopted to the array, while the peak gain reaches to
13.91 dBic and the band width of 55.2% (1.05–1.85GHz)
for gain≥ 10 dBic are obtained. Finally, an array prototype
is fabricated and tested. The results show acceptable
agreement between simulation and testation. In brief, the
proposed antenna exhibits a wideband CP property and high
gain, which reveals that the proposed antenna could be a
good choice for global navigation satellite system (GNSS).
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